IT IS presents a better version of Odoo 11:
IT IS Odoo 11 enhanced community version is
available free of charge immediatly.
For immediate release: Landshut – 08. June 2018:
It‘s time to be independent while using business software. We think,
now there are the best chances to use alternatives to the well-known
software companies because open source software is getting better and
better and has a bunch of benefits that others cannot offer.
Thus the Odoo community association (OCA) and IT IS are gathering
Odoo pros to show their new solution. One of them shall be named
Odoo 11 enhanced community, which is based on Odoo 11 Community
but offers a lot more modules urgently needed from the users. IT IS and
OCA unveils this product to you at the CeBIT on June 12 th 2018 at 4 pm
in room “Heidelberg” at the CeBIT Convention Center in Hannover,
Germany.
Odoo 11 enhanced community version offers a bunch of additional apps
for easier business management. It contains a suitable contract
management with recurrences, derived from customer quotations.
A support module enables team based handling of customer incidents
and escalations path as well as time tracking and invoicing is new, too.
Last not least, the extended contact management with the option to add
parent and daughter company and set locations for particular contacts
rounds the picture of a valuable solution.
A set of sales tools like deriving new quotes from items the customer
had ordered and an „undo“ option help odoo users to get the job done
quicker and easier. E-mail is having cc and bcc mailing contacts and the
accounting module gets an intrastat reporting option. Of course it
contains the standard modules of Odoo 11 community edition, too.
Illustrations are attached and available
odoo.de/en_US/page/odoo-anwendungen.
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IT IS AG is a leading vendor and manufacturer of software for the implementation and
enhancement of business solutions. Since its founding in 1999 the company offers
technologies and services for the field of business solutions, E-business, E-commerce,
internet applications and document management. IT IS has more than 50 distribution
partners worldwide. You can find further information about IT IS AG on https://www.itis.de

Please contact the IT IS press office if you have any questions:
+49 8703 90690 or pr@itis.de.
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